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Summary

The aim of this PhD dissertation voluntary research collaboration among student researchers is to examine what factors affect student researchers’ inclination to participate or deter from participating in voluntary research collaboration.

Research collaboration activities are valued nowadays because they help meet the expanding requirements of academic output for individual researchers. To date, however, no study has devoted to exploring voluntary research collaboration, a collaboration type that requires no strict formalization, no obvious leadership or hierarchy, but initiated and processed by freewill. For this reason, this research focuses on investigating voluntary research collaboration, the most common and spontaneous behaviors among student researchers.

The research first explores what personal attributes affect student researchers’ perceived voluntary research collaboration prerequisites and collaboration practices. Second, it examines what ‘in-team’ factors could affect student researchers’ voluntary research collaboration inclination. Third, it inquires how international student researchers perceive their voluntary research collaboration practices.

The results show that researchers’ different attributes may affect their different preferences of collaboration partners. However, the link between voluntary research collaboration practices and the prediction of research output may not be definitive. Inclusive team climate, strong team relationship, and strong collaboration motivation may enable student researchers for more voluntary research collaboration practices. Nevertheless, strong in-team evaluation may exacerbate peer pressure among student researchers, hence inhibit voluntary research collaboration. This research also suggests an inclusive and supportive research community may encourage student researchers to engage in voluntary research collaboration practices.
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